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imagePROGRAF® iPF5100 Printer Competitive Brief

For photographers, designers, and graphic arts professionals who want to focus their creative energy on producing
spectacular results, Canon introduces the imagePROGRAF iPF5100 printer—built for the way pros want to work.

As a world leader in digital imaging and photography, Canon has a unique understanding of the intricacies and nuances
of capturing, processing, and reproducing images across a full spectrum of technologies and mediums. That’s why the
high-quality iPF5100 printer comes equipped with features, functions, and software designed to help professionals get
extraordinary results.

For these pros, perhaps nothing is more important than image quality and the ability to faithfully reproduce
their most creative work. Precision and detail is achieved by the iPF5100 printer with high-resolution
printing up to 2400 x 1200 dpi and a tiny 4pl droplet of ink. The iPF5100 printer’s remarkable color
gamut is produced by a pallet of 12 inks that deliver the variety, accuracy, and depth of color that
creative professionals demand. Canon’s LUCIA ink is specially formulated to improve image quality

by reducing graininess and minimizing bronzing. Full color images and dramatic monochrome prints can now be more
perfectly produced, without defects or loss of clarity.

Equally important is maintaining those results—both in terms of image durability and the reliability of the printer to
reproduce the expected colors time and time again. LUCIA pigment inks are highly durable, reduce graininess, minimize
bronzing, and resist scratching. And the built-in calibration function means that iPF5100 printers are able to reliably
deliver consistent results. Whether in a busy multi-printer environment or producing reprints months after the original,
the iPF5100 printer is ideal for producing a full range of color-critical applications from portraits to proofs.

When productivity counts, the iPF5100 printer is superior. At the core of the printer is Canon’s advanced
L-COA processor and dual print-head system, with a total of 30,720 nozzles for fast, high-quality output
in every print mode. The software included with the iPF5100 printer is built around enabling users to
more easily achieve their desired results. The included plug-ins for Digital Photo Professional and Adobe®

Photoshop®, together with Canon’s new Digital Photo Front-Access software and Printer Driver 2007,
create a seamless image management environment from which high-quality photos and graphics can be manipulated,
edited, managed, and reproduced without depreciation of content or quality. The optional PosterArtist 2007 software
package further expands the user’s capabilities by simplifying the integration of images into large-format designs for
posters, signs, and banners.
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What makes the iPF5100 printer unlike other 17" large-format printers?

With the introduction of the imagePROGRAF iPF5100 printer, Canon has leaped ahead of the competition. Among
its many strengths, the iPF5100 printer is clearly distinguished from its competitors by the following attributes:

• Canon’s unique LUCIA pigmented inks are specially formulated to reduce graininess, improve scratch resistance,
and minimize unwanted bronzing.

• The built-in calibration function resets the iPF5100 printer to the original, optimal factory settings and applies any
necessary adjustments across all of the printer’s media types in just minutes!

• The 12-color ink set has a large color space that enables a greater range of tone and depth.
• Red, Green, and Blue inks expand the color gamut to optimize color reproduction accuracy.
• Photo Cyan and Magenta help smooth transitions and further reduces graininess.
• Black, Matte Black, Gray, and Photo Gray optimize black density regardless of media type and reproduce any tone
of gray for smooth transitions from white to black for exceptional monochrome photo-quality output.

• Total ink consumption is minimized because colors in the red, green, blue, and gray tones can be generated from
these source colors rather than blending higher volumes of multiple inks to simulate the same color effect.

• Switching between black inks is fully automated based on the type of media being used. No manual intervention
is required and no ink is wasted.

• Canon’s latest generation two one-inch PF Series print-heads have a true 1200-dpi pitch and are capable of a
maximum resolution of 2400 x 1200 dpi.

• With a total of 30,720 nozzles, the iPF5100 printer has more nozzles then its competitors. More nozzles mean
fast and reliable printing.

• Superfine 4pl ink droplets ensure accurate imaging with better detail and clarity.
• The high-speed L-COA processor drives output speed and maintains productivity.
• Versatile media handling—automatically select from up to four options including roll feed and a manual front feed
that can accept thick media up to 1.5mm.

An array of workflow solutions is available with the iPF5100 printer to expand the printer’s capabilities and simplify its
use. These software packages provide the additional tools needed to address the unique requirements of large-format
printing applications.*

• Print Plug-in for Adobe Photoshop – for enhanced image processing
• Print Plug-in for Digital Photo Professional – optimizes digital camera photo printing
• Digital Photo Front-Access – displays digital files with links to software applications**
• Canon Printer Driver 2007 maximizes workflow productivity
• PosterArtist 2007 (Optional) – a template-based poster design software package

Refer to the above list of unique selling propositions when positioning the iPF5100 printer in a sale. No other large-format
printer on the market today offers this combination of features expertly integrated into a single high-performance printing
system. The extraordinary print quality and color range of the iPF5100 printer makes this the premier solution for
customers who require unparalleled print quality, reliability, and productivity.

* Please see www.usa.canon.com/imageprograf for OS requirements.
** PC only
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Competitive Alternatives

Let’s now take a look at the key competitors in the 17" large-format printing marketplace.

EPSON STYLUS PRO 4800
Pros: Positioned for professional use by photographers and designers, the 17" wide Stylus Pro 4800 has piezoelectric
print-heads that are capable of producing three different sizes of ink droplets; a feature Epson calls Variable-sized Droplet
technology. Varying the drop size helps optimize the amount of ink displaced to improve image quality. Normal print
mode for the Stylus Pro 4800 is 1440 dpi with a maximum resolution of 2880 x 1440 dpi. The eight-color ink set
includes the standard C,M,Y,K with Light Cyan, Light Magenta, and Epson’s UltraChrome K3 black inks which include
Photo Black, Light Black, and Light-light Black as the standard configuration. Operators who want to improve print quality
on certain types of matte and fine art media can manually switch the Photo Black to a Matte Black. Epson’s pigment
inks are fairly durable and color prints are estimated to last up to 108 years without fading, and black-and-white prints
are claimed not to fade for up to 200 years. The Stylus Pro 4800 includes roll feed and cut sheet media feeding and the
front manual feed is able to handle media up to 1.5mm thick. The base model Stylus Pro 4800 has an MSRP of $1,995
but does not include any value-added software other than the print driver. The Stylus Pro 4800 Portrait Edition with an
MSRP of $2,195 comes with ExpressDigital Darkroom software for image and color management with an archive of
design templates. Priced at $2,495 the Stylus Pro 4800 Professional Edition includes a Postscript® Level 3 Compatible
RIP by ColorBurst with PANTONE® matching and SWOP certification.

Cons: One of the biggest drawbacks of the Stylus Pro 4800 is print speed. For example a 16" x 20" color print in normal
mode can take the Stylus Pro 4800 over nine minutes to print. The iPF5100 printer will produce the same print about
one minute, making the Canon printer nine times faster! One of the reasons the Epson printer is so much slower is that
it has only 180 nozzles per color for a total of 1440. Compare this to the Canon iPF5100 printer which has 30,720 nozzles.
The higher nozzle count enables the iPF5100 printer to output higher quality at faster print speeds. The Epson printer’s
low nozzle count also increases demand on the print-head, thereby shortening the service life, and increasing the
opportunity for misprints and errors. Shorter print-head life leads to more frequent maintenance, which in-turn increases
the probability that the printer will misalign and require recalibration. While Epson PreciseColor Technology calibrates the
printers during manufacturing, it doesn’t enable easy recalibration once the printer is installed in the field. This can be
problematic especially for proofing and in multi-printer environments where maintaining consistent results is critical.
Unlike the Stylus Pro 4800, the calibration features of the iPF5100 printer create a more stable and predictable color
platform across all printers by enabling the iPF5100 printer to be easily reset back to the original, optimal factory settings.

Canon’s 12-color set with LUCIA ink provides a far greater color range than the Epson’s eight-color ink set which
does not include Red, Green, or Blue. Unlike the iPF5100 printer, the Epson Stylus Pro 4800 also requires manual
switching between matte black and photo black which wastes both ink and operator time. By Epson’s own estimates
(www.epson.com Stylus Pro FAQs) the total ink wasted is about 88ml to 117ml per switch. Switching from one
black mode to another therefore wastes a significant amount of ink, money, and time.

Priced at just $1,995, the Canon iPF5100 printer can manually feed media up to 1.5mm thick and comes equipped with
software and workflow solutions for photographers and graphic designers, making the Canon printer a much better
value than the $2,195 Epson Stylus Pro 4800 Portrait Edition.
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EPSON STYLUS PRO 3800
Pros: With only a few variations the Epson Stylus Pro 3800 offers essentially similar performance as the Stylus
Pro 4800 discussed on the previous page. The Stylus Pro 3800 is different primarily in that it’s a cut sheet only printer
and has been configured to print in eight colors, but loaded with nine so that the Photo Black and Matte Black inks can
be switched automatically. Outside of these modifications the Stylus Pro 3800 shares the same type of variable droplet
piezoelectric print-heads with a maximum print resolution of 2880 x 1440 dpi. Though Epson does not specify that the
ink in the Stylus Pro 3800 is any different than that found in the Stylus Pro 4800, Epson documentation indicates that
the ink in the Stylus Pro 3800 is fade-resistant up to 200 years. The MSRP of $1,295 for the base model Stylus Pro 3800
does not include any additional software. For $1,495 a customer can choose between the Stylus Pro 3800 Portrait
Edition with ExpressDigital Darkroom software or the Stylus Pro 3800 Professional Edition with a Postscript Level 3
Compatible RIP by ColorBurst, PANTONE matching and SWOP certification.

Cons: Though the Stylus Pro 3800 offers improvements in the use of black inks over the Stylus Pro 4800, the inability
to handle roll media may offset this gain by making the printer less versatile overall. Unfortunately the Stylus Pro 3800
also shares many of the Stylus Pro 4800 other limitations. At 10 minutes and 59 seconds for a 16" x 20" color print and
a mere 1,440 nozzles this printer is again much slower than the iPF5100 printer. Though this printer can load nine inks
at a time, it only prints with eight, meaning that the Stylus Pro 3800 will have a far more limited color space than the
iPF5100 printer. When other aspects such as print quality and workflow solutions are also taken into consideration, the
Canon iPF5100 printer is clearly a higher-performance solution and a better choice.
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HPDESIGNJET 90 SERIES (dj90, dj90r, dj90gp)
Pros: This 17" wide series of printers comes in three configurations, the basic dj90 model has an MSRP of $995, for
$1,150 the dj90r adds a spindle and roll feed, and for $1,350 the dj90gp includes an HP colorimeter with display profiling
and calibration software, from GretagMacBeth. Outside of these variations all three share the same six-color ink set, 4pl
ink droplet and 2400 x 1200 dpi output and will therefore produce similar print results. A notable feature of this series is
the ability to accept media up to 18" wide, though with a maximum media thickness of just 0.4mm and a print margin of
5mm, the usefulness of this larger sheet size may be limited.

Cons: Professional photographers and designers who place a priority on print quality, durability, speed, and productivity
will likely find more of what they need in the Canon iPF5100 printer. With only six ink channels, the dj90 series printers
have a far more limited color space than the 12-color iPF5100 printer. For photographers who want to produce dramatic
monochrome prints, the absence of Black, Matte Black, Gray, and Photo Gray means that images printed with the dj90
will be grainier and will lack depth, clarity, and detail. And without the ability to select between Black and Matte Black
inks, dj90 users are further constrained when printing on certain types of matte and fine art media.

Photographers and artists may also be reluctant to trust their work to dye-based inks. This is because dye-based inks are
inherently more unstable than the pigment inks used by Canon. With dye-based inks, short-term color stability can be an
equally big problem. On proofing media, HP’s Viviera inks may need to set for up to 10 minutes before they are stable.
In a fast-paced work environment this added waiting time can seriously impede productivity.

Print speed is another drawback of the dj90 Series. Compared to the iPF5100 printer which has a total of 30,720 nozzles,
the HP printers have only 1,824. This means that the dj90 printers will print slower and will be more error-prone than
the Canon iPF5100 printer. While the iPF5100 printer requires only one minute and 12 seconds to produce a full-color
A2-sized print, the dj90 series printers require six minutes and 18 seconds, that’s five times longer to produce the same
size print!

The iPF5100 printer also comes equipped with a more productive set of workflow solutions. Though HP offers customers
the option to buy a colorimeter and calibration software with the dj90gp, this type of color profiling package may be
too complicated for most users, and yet does not offer the advanced functionality required by high-end professionals.
By contrast Canon has included calibration features and software that are easy to use, functional, and integrated to
meet the real-world needs of professionals who are more focused on being creative and achieving great results than
manipulating complex color profiles.
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FEATURE COMPARISON CHART
Brand Canon Epson Epson HP

Model iPF5100 Stylus Pro 4800 Stylus Pro 3800 Designjet 90 series

Width 17" 17" 17" 18"

MSRP $1,995 $1,995 to $2,495 $1,295 to $1,495 $995 to $1,350
Max Resolution dpi 2400 x 1200 dpi 2880 x 1440 dpi 2800 x 1440 dpi 2400 x 1200 dpi

Size of Ink Droplet Consistent 4pl Variable: Variable: Consistent 4pl
Smallest is 3.5pl Smallest is 3.5pl

Nozzles Per Color 2,560 180 180 304
Channel

Total Number 30,720 1,440 1,440 1,824
of Nozzles

Approximate Print 1 minute 12 seconds 9 minute 46 seconds 10 minute 59 seconds 6 minute 18 seconds
Time for an A2
Color Image

Ink Type Pigment Pigment Pigment Dye

Number of Colors 12 8 9 6

Color Set C, M, Y, BK, PC, PM, C, Lc, M, Lm, Y, Lk, C, Lc, M, Lm, Y, Lk, C, Lc, M, Lm, Y, K
MBK, GY, PGY, R, G, B LLk + PK or MK LLk, PK, MK

Auto-Switching Yes No Yes No
of Black Inks

Max Media 1.5mm 1.5mm 1.5mm 0.4mm
Thickness

Roll Feed Included Included Not Available Optional

Available Software* Print Plug-in for Digital Basic: $1,995 includes Basic: $1,295 includes Printer Driver Only
Photo Professional, Epson Printer Driver Epson Printer Driver

Print Plug-in for Adobe Portrait Edition: $2,195 Portrait Edition: $1495
Photoshop, Digital comes with comes with
Photo Front-Access, ExpressDigital ExpressDigital
Printer Driver 2007, Darkroom software Darkroom software
PosterArtist 2007 Professional Edition: Professional Edition:

(Optional) $2,495 comes with $1,495 comes with
ColorBurst RIP ColorBurst RIP

Calibration YES. Printer can be No. Epson PreciseColor No. Epson PreciseColor The dj90 and dj90r have
reset to original technology calibrates technology calibrates no calibration function.
factory settings the printer before the printer before

leaving the factory leaving the factory For an additional $355
but does not enable but does not enable dj90gp includes a

adjustments to correct adjustments to correct colorimeter and
for age, humidity, or for age, humidity, or calibration software

maintenance. maintenance. from GretagMacbeth.

COLOR LEGEND
C = Cyan PM = Photo Magenta G = Green Lk = Light Black

M = Magenta MBK = Matte Black B = Blue LLk = Light, Light Black

Y = Yellow GY = Gray Lc = Light Cyan K = Black

BK = Black PGY = Photo Gray Lm = Light Magenta MK = Matte Black

PC = Photo Cyan R = Red PK = Photo Black

* Please see www.usa.canon.com/imageprograf for OS requirements.
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